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The measurement of NMR residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)1,2

has opened a new avenue for probing motions in biomolecules over
a wide range of time scales (<10-3s).3 Thus far, approaches for
extracting structural and dynamical information from RDCs4-6have
rested on the assumption that motions do not affect total molecular
alignment. However, solute alignment in ordered media can be
conformation dependent,7and slowly interconverting conformations
can exhibit distinct alignment properties. Neglecting these effects,
especially in flexible multidomain systems, can in certain cases
lead to aberrations in the structural and dynamical interpretation
of RDCs and diminish the ability to probe motions between domains
having similar alignment propensities. Here, we introduce a new
approach based on the measurement of magnetic field induced
residual dipolar couplings (f(RDCs)) in nucleic acids which can
take into account these correlations and demonstrate measurements
of motions between two “magnetically equivalent” domains in the
transactivation response element (TAR) RNA (Figure 1A).

Our approach relies on comparing magnetic susceptibility tensors
(ø) measured usingf(RDCs) (øexp) with values calculated (øcalc) for
an average conformation using tensor summation of base group
susceptibilities (øbase).8,9 In Figure 1B, we depictø-tensor frames
determined independently for DI and DII in TAR (øexp) using an
order tensor analysis10,11 of 1DCH f(RDCs) derived from measure-
ments of splittings at 500, 600, and 800 MHz (Figure S1) and an
input TAR conformation (p(TAR)) determined previously using
phage-induced RDCs (p(RDC)).11,12 Results are depicted in the
principal axis system (PAS) oføcalc determined using tensor
summation of base susceptibilities and thep(TAR) conformation.
The overlap between the PAS of DI (in red) and DII (in blue)
indicate thatf(RDCs) are in excellent agreement with the global
p(TAR) conformation. The overlap point also coincides with the
poles of the map (DI+ DII, in black), indicating excellent
agreement with the calculated PAS (øcalc). As shown in Table 1,
the asymmetry parameter derived from this analysis (ηexp) is also
in agreement with the total calculated value (ηcalc(DI+DII)). In stark
contrast, the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy (∆øexp) is 51-67%
smaller than the total calculated value (∆øcalc(DI+DII)) (Table 1). As
shown in Figure 1C, measured RDCs (-1.9 S 2.1 Hz) are indeed
uniformly attenuated relative to values predicted usingøcalc and the
p(TAR) conformation (-3.4S 3.4 Hz). Hence, while there is good
correlation (R ) 0.87), the slope of the best-fit line departs from
unity (1.54), and the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 1.5 Hz
exceeds the uncertainty in RDCs (<0.5 Hz, Figure S1).

The results of Figure 1B argue that measuredf(RDCs) are in
agreement with the average orientation of DI and DII inp(TAR)
(average inter-helical angle∼49°). Inaccuracies in inter-domain

alignment ofp(TAR) is therefore unlikely to be the source of the
∆ø discrepancy. Indeed,f(RDCs) agree less with 20 previous NMR
structures of TAR (1ANR)14wherein the inter-helical angle ranged
between 36°-137° (Figure S2). While there could be local
deviations from the assumed A-form geometry for helices in
p(TAR), the rmsd between measuredf(RDCs) and values calculated
using best-fitø-tensors are smaller than the uncertainty in RDC
measurements (<0.5 Hz) and correlation coefficients are close to
ideal (Table 1). The attenuations are also observed when using 20
NMR structures of TAR14 as coordinates for helical regions in DI
and DII (but keeping the globalp(TAR) conformation) in determin-
ing both∆øexp and∆øcalc (mean values and standard deviation over
20 structures in units of× 10-34 m3/molecule: ∆øexp(DI) ) -147
( 25; ∆øexp(DII) ) -144 ( 11; ∆øexp(DI+DII) ) -136 ( 12;
∆øcalc(DI+DII) ) -270( 19). The∆øbasevalues used in calculating
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Figure 1. (A) Secondary structure of the TAR analogue used in this study
(UUCG tetraloop replaces wild-type loop). (B) Sauson flaumsteed map
depicting principal orientational solutions for DI (in red), DII (in blue),
and DI+DII (in black) relative to a PAS calculated (øcalc) using tensor
summation9 of base group susceptibilities (∆øbase)8 and the p(TAR)
conformation.11,12 The p(TAR) conformation is composed of idealized
A-form geometries for helical regions in the two stems.11,12The three bulge
residues, which are known to be flexible in free TAR,11 were excluded in
calculatingøcalc. (C) Correlation plot between measured1DCH f(RDCs) and
values calculated usingøcalc and thep(TAR) conformation. (D) Correlation
plot between measured1DCH f(RDCs) and values calculated usingøcalc

corrected for the effects of cone motions using eq 1.R is the correlation
coefficient. The TAR NMR sample was prepared as previously described11

and contained∼1 mM 13C/15N labeled TAR, 15 mM sodium phosphate
(pH ) 6.0-6.2), 25 mM sodium sulfate and 0.1 mM EDTA. Splittings
between C-H nuclei andf(RDCs) were measured in the13C dimension
using spin state selective excitation/detection techniques13 as previously
described1,11 at field strengths of 500, 600, and 800 MHz. RDCs were only
considered for analysis if splittings were well resolved at all three magnetic
field strengths. Random errors in RDCs estimated from the residuals in the
quadratic field dependence were<0.5 Hz.
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∆øcalc may be in error. However, these values have successfully
been used to quantitatively measure stoichiometry in multimeric
DNAs17and in reproducing the experimental∆ø values in an RNA
aptamer-peptide complex18and DNA quadruplex.19

Another possibility is that the assumption of a singlestaticTAR
structure in computingøcalc is in error. We have previously reported
evidence for inter-domain motions in TAR usingp(RDCs).11 Unlike
the p(RDC) study, where DII appeared more ordered than DI,11

∆øexp(DI) and ∆øexp(DII) are identical within the experimental
uncertainty (Table 1). This is expected regardless of inter-domain
motions, as DI and DII have almost identical∆øcalc values (Table
1). While this illustrates the difficulties in probing motions between
equivalent domains, inter-domain motions can lead to the observed
attenuations in∆øexp relative to∆øcalc. In fact, the∆øexp values are
in better agreement with values predicted for individual domains
(∆øcalc(DI) and∆øcalc(DII) Table 1). This suggests thatø-tensors for
the two domains are nonadditive, reflecting loose coupling between
the domains.

In the previous study,11 p(RDCs) were interpreted as inter-domain
“cone” motions,3 assuming no correlations between motions and
alignment. Here, a given domain is allowed to sample, with equal
probability, all orientations relative to the mean position that are
within the surface of a sphere defined by the cone radius angle
ψcone. In the case of field alignment, and because the relationship
between conformation andø-tensors is known, correlations between
cone motions and alignment can be explicitly taken into account.
For two domains having identical anisotropies (∆øDI ) ∆øDII) and
axially symmetricø-tensors (øxx ) øyy), it can be shown that cone
motions will only lead to attenuations in∆øexp relative to∆øcalc

and not affect otherø-tensor parameters (Supporting Information):

whereFcone ) 0.5 cos(0.5ψcone)(1 + cos(0.5ψcone)).3 As shown in
Figure 1D, far better agreement between measured and calculated
f(RDCs) is obtained when scaling∆øcalc by a factor ofFcone(DI+DII)

) 0.55 (Table 1). The rmsd is reduced to 0.5 Hz, and the slope of
the best-fit line now approaches unity (0.94).

The Ψcone values determined for DI, DII, and DI+ DII using
f(RDCs) range between 76° and 102° (Table 1). These motional
amplitudes are larger than values previously reported usingp(RDCs)
(40-52°).11 A number of factors can contribute to this difference.
In the order tensor approach,4 the sensitivity of the internal
generalized degree of order (ϑint ) ϑDI/ϑDII) to motions is limited
by the degree to which one domain is preferentially aligned, and
this can lead to underestimation of motional amplitudes.11 Consider-
ing ratios ofϑ values may also cancel the effects of local motions
in both domains. In contrast, local motions would lead to
underestimation of∆øexp, overestimation of∆øcalc and hence

overestimation ofψcone. Finally, the cone model is simplistic, and
other modes of motion such as twisting about individual helix axes
can also contribute to the observedFcone value. Nevertheless, our
results together with the previouspRDC study11 provide strong
support for the presence of substantial directionally unbiased inter-
domain motions in TAR about an average bent conformation.

In conclusion,f(RDCs) can be used to probe inter-domains in a
manner that accounts for correlations between motions and align-
ment. This can allow measurements of motions between equivalent
domains, as would occur in oligomeric systems, and assessment
of RNA ensembles generated using NMR, molecular dynamics
simulations and other techniques.
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Table 1. Experimental and Calculated ø-Tensor Parameters in TARa

rdcb rmsd (Hz)c Rd CNe ∆øexp
f ∆øcalc

g ηexp
h ηcalc

i Fcone
j ψcone (deg)k

DI 13 0.4 0.93 4.7 -170( 20 -165 0.24( 0.09 0.06 0.59( 0.07 92( 10
DII 15 0.3 0.95 4.4 -176( 16 -160 0.21( 0.12 0.07 0.63( 0.07 86( 10
DI + DII 28 0.4 0.92 2.6 -156( 9 -286 0.15( 0.05 0.15 0.55( 0.03 97( 4

a In all cases, the experimentalø-tensor values (exp) refer to thetotal TAR ø-tensor determined using order matrix analysis off(RDCs)10 measured in DI,
DII, and DI + DII11,12 and input bond vector coordinates from thep(TAR) structure. Bond lengths used were C2H2) C6H6) C5H5) C1′H1′ ) 1.09 Å
and C8H8) 1.08 Å.15 The calculated values (calc) were determined using tensor summation9 of base group susceptibilities8 and thep(TAR) structure.11,12

Values for DI and DII correspond to the calculated values for theisolateddomains while values for DI+ DII correspond to thetotal calculated TAR
ø-tensor.∆øbasevalues were in units of× 10-34 (m3/molecule): A ) -19.1;G ) -18.3;C ) -11.8; andU ) -11.8.8 b Number off(RDCs) used in the
order matrix analysis.c,d Root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) and correlation coefficient (R) between measuredf(RDCs) and values back calculated using the
best fit ø-tensor parameters.e Condition numbers (CN) defined as the ratio of the largest to smallest singular value in the singular value decomposition in
theø-tensor calculations.f The experimental.g Calculated magnetic susceptibility anisotropy (∆ø ) øzz - (øxx + øyy)/2) in units (×10-34 m3/molecule). To
account for librational motions,∆øexpare scaled by 1/(SCH) ) 1.155, wereS2

CH ) 0.7516 is the Lipari-Szabo spin relaxation order parameter.h The experimental.
i Calculated asymmetry parameter (η ) |(øyy - øxx)/øzz|). j,k Values are computed using eq 1.

∆ø(exp)) Fcone∆øcalc (1)
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